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ABSTRACT

Influence of Defects on Thermal and Mechanical Properties of Metals. (August 2008)

Sandeep Kumar Kamani, B. Tech., Andhra University

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Tahir Cagin

The crystallization/freezing and melting phenomena are critical in processing of chemicals and materials. Although melting is a very fundamental problem, the mechanism behind it has not been completely answered satisfactorily. Hence its study becomes very important. Perfect crystals do not exist; therefore it is very important to include the effect of defects in the above mentioned processes. The purpose of this work is to employ molecular simulation to further extend the understanding of theories of melting with respect to defects. We studied the melting and freezing process for a model system of copper with and without defects. We studied point defects (1, 2, 4, 8 vacancies and 1, 2, 4, 8 interstitials), line defects (edge dislocation) and surface defects (grain boundary) using molecular dynamics simulations. Constant stress-constant temperature ensemble with atmospheric pressures is employed. Various properties like average volume, density, potential energy and total energy are obtained as a function of temperature for each system. Most of the properties vary linearly before and after the phase transitions. During the transition process they show a dramatic change. This change is a sign of phase transition. The phase transition temperatures obtained from the single phase simulations are not the true melting (or freezing) points as there is some
amount of superheating (or supercooling). Coexistence phase simulations are also done for the case of copper with no defects to find the true melting point. Most of the literature dealing with melting/crystallization on the basis of atomistic simulation does not include the influence of the presence of defects. Thus this work has a bearing on the various theories of melting.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The melting and crystallization/freezing phenomena are critical in processing of chemicals and materials. Some of the applications include metal forming, sintering, casting, protein crystallization and processing of pharmaceuticals. Melting is one of the most common phenomena known, yet it’s the most difficult to understand. Melting is a process in which a crystal undergoes a phase change from a solid to a liquid. Understanding the mechanism behind this process is still a challenge. The theory of melting has been an issue which has stayed with the science community since a long time. Although there have been quite a few theories proposed by many scientists, there still remains a large number of questions that are still unanswered. These theories mainly consider homogeneous melting process.

Some laws like the one proposed by Lindemann, although very simple does not take many factors into consideration; it forms a basis which helps explain some fundamental mechanisms. Lindemann suggested that melting occurs when the amplitude of atomic thermal vibrations exceed a fraction of the inter-atomic spacing. One of the main drawbacks of this law is that he does not take into account the fact that melting actually involves bond breaking. Lindemann’s law has been studied for different materials\textsuperscript{1,2} and model fluids\textsuperscript{3,4}. A lot of investigation has been done on Lindemann’s law\textsuperscript{1,5-18}.

\textsuperscript{1}This thesis follows the style and format of the \textit{Journal of Physical Chemistry B}.\textsuperscript{18}
Born\textsuperscript{19} suggested that melting occurs as a result of the vanishing of shear elastic coefficient. He observed that, unlike the crystal phase, the liquid phase does not offer any resistance to shear stress. Kanigel et al\textsuperscript{20} through their molecular dynamics simulation have also obtained that at melting the Born criterion is satisfied and show that one of the shear moduli of the solid vanishes. Granato proposed a model that consisted of interstitials coupled to shear strains\textsuperscript{21}.

The Hansen-Verlet freezing rule\textsuperscript{7} states that the amplitude $S_m$ of the first maximum in the structure factor $S(k)$ has to be more than 2.85 for a liquid of three dimensional to freeze and it goes up to around 5.5\textsuperscript{22} when two dimensional freezing is considered. Another criterion for crystallization of Brownian colloidal fluids was proposed by L’owen, Palberg and Simon (LPS)\textsuperscript{3}.

Frenkel proposed that melting occurs due to the generation and spreading of intrinsic crystalline defects like vacancies\textsuperscript{23}. Lenard-Jones and Devonshire\textsuperscript{24,25} proposed a theory based on positional disordering. They considered a model of rare-gas crystal and the first order phase transition was observed. Their theory was based on a “order-disorder” transition. The inadequacy in this theory was that it proposed a critical point for melting which was not observed experimentally\textsuperscript{24,25}. The dislocation theory of melting is also studied and supported by Cotterill\textsuperscript{26}.

According to Jin et al.\textsuperscript{16}, both the Lindemann and Born criteria are behind the mechanism of melting. They say that the superheating limit is decided by the vibrational and elastic instability criteria as well as the homogeneous nucleation theory.
According to Górecki\textsuperscript{27,28}, vacancy concentration suddenly increases from a value of \(~0.37\%\) to \(10\%\) on melting. This increase in vacancy concentration on melting is said to have been due to the melting of the surface\textsuperscript{29}.

Superheating has been observed even in surface systems\textsuperscript{30-32}. Superheating is hardly observed for fcc(110) and fcc(100) surfaces\textsuperscript{33-35}. Surface can be omitted either by coating the system with another system with higher melting point\textsuperscript{36}, or internal heating\textsuperscript{37} or computationally it can be done by applying three dimensional periodic boundary conditions to a finite sized system. Unlike superheating, supercooling is more common phenomena. Earlier studies have shown that the grain boundaries cannot melt below the true melting temperature\textsuperscript{38-47}.

Modeling can be done either by first principle calculations, which are more accurate, or by using Molecular Dynamics\textsuperscript{48}. The former cannot be used for large systems. For the present calculations such rigorous method is not required. The aim is to do a qualitative study and not a quantitative one. Hence Molecular Dynamics is chosen which takes into consideration atomic interactions. A larger system of around 1000 atoms is chosen.

Experimentally it is difficult to measure melting process inside a crystal as the whole process occurs in a small interval of time. It is here that MD Simulation techniques play a vital role in determining various structures and properties. Experimentally it is difficult to exclude various types of imperfections like point defects, dislocations, surfaces and grain boundaries in every case but through MD one can obtain perfect crystal structures. The Molecular Dynamic simulations provide all the
information of atomic movements and behavior at a comparable time scale. It is important to study the atomic level interactions of the fcc transition metals to develop their technological applications. Among the closed packed structures copper is chosen for the study. This is due to the fact that it is a good system to study and there is sufficient experimental data available. But the focus of this work is not on copper by itself, the aim is to study metals in general. Melting studies has been done by various researchers looking at different aspects. This work looks at it from a point of view of defects and how the melting point and other properties would vary with respect to point defects like vacancies and interstitials; dislocations, and even grain boundaries.

In this work the focus is on the influence of defects including vacancies and interstitials, on the mechanical and thermal properties of Metals, using copper as an example. Here the variation of the melting point of copper with the number of defects is studied. Some groups have done studies on clusters of various sizes. What is expected is that when there is a vacancy for example, it is like a pre-existent gap and so on heating it gets easier for it to enlarge and hence melt faster. Thus it is expected that melting point decreases as number of vacancy increases. When there is an interstitial, there are more atoms and they are crowded. The presence of an extra atom might cause distortion of the lattice which might help in melting.

When three dimensional (3D) periodic boundary conditions are used in MD simulations of a bulk crystal, temperature hysteresis is obtained. This is because it does not take surface effects into consideration and it resembles a bulk structure. The melting occurs at a higher temperature. In experiments, the melting that occurs is due to
heterogeneous nucleation where due to the presence of defects, nucleation sites are provided which help in phase transition. In the past simulations for copper atoms of different sizes have been done using Monte Carlo Simulations\textsuperscript{54} and also by Molecular Dynamic Simulations\textsuperscript{55}. Thermodynamic properties of copper have been studied using Molecular Dynamics by Mei and coworkers\textsuperscript{56}.

The hysteresis effect is avoided to obtain the true melting point of the crystal. One method that is used is by calculating the free energy of a system which would be equal for both phases at the transition temperature. Calculation of free energy is first of all not easy and it should be highly accurate so as to get the correct temperature. The other method to calculate the true melting point of a crystal is by performing two-phase simulations.

Wu Zhi-Min and coworkers studied the melting and freezing processes for copper with various numbers of atoms using the microcanonical molecular dynamics simulation technique and found that they increase almost linearly with increasing atom numbers in the cluster. They also reported hysteresis effect in copper nanoclusters\textsuperscript{55}. It has also been shown that small clusters melt before the bulk metal\textsuperscript{57,58}. Another group studied the melting and structural transition of small copper clusters and found that the melting temperature is proportional to the average coordination number\textsuperscript{59}.

Luo et al. earlier studied the disordering of defective stishovite at high temperature and zero pressure using molecular dynamics simulations. According to them various defects initiate or facilitate solid-state disordering and melting\textsuperscript{60}.
Dederichs et al found a reduction in the values of $C_{44}$ and $C'$ along with a small concentration of vacancies at $0K$. But they used a two body potential which is not very reliable. Kanigel et al. found $C_{44}$ to be independent of concentration of vacancies at any temperature until the melting point. Interstitials, in general were found to have caused anisotropic softening of shear moduli. Unlike this work, Kanigel et al. found that vacancies have no effect on melting. Concentration of vacancies as large as 4% did not have any effect on melting point in their case. The reason that they provided for this was that atomic volume is larger than specific volume per vacancy. They found that interstitials decrease the melting point.

Vacancy clustering

Point defects and especially vacancies play a very important role in various phenomena metals. Hence, study of vacancies and their interactions in metals is critical in understanding kinetic and thermodynamic properties of metals.

Irradiation generates vacancies which come together to form divacancies, divacancies diffuse to form a cluster of vacancies which in turn form a prismatic dislocation loop. This is a problem especially in nuclear reactors because the radiation eventually makes the metal brittle. Thus study of various vacancies, their interaction and their properties at high temperatures becomes valuable.

The above mentioned mechanism is supported by MD calculations done for iron. But Carling et al. did first principle calculations for Al and found out that the nearest neighbor divacancy formation energy is negative and hence not coherent with the
experiments which say that divacancies are stable\textsuperscript{72,73}. They found first nearest neighbor (1NN) and second nearest neighbor (2NN) binding energies as -0.08eV and +0.004ev respectively. Uesugi et al.\textsuperscript{74} got similar value for 1NN binding energy and their value for 2NN was +0.04. According to them the 2NN divacancy in Al is stable as it is in the same range of the 1NN divacancy binding energy of Cu\textsuperscript{75}. This trend was obtained for Al and might not be the case with other metals. For Mg both 1NN and 2NN divacancies were found to be stable with positive binding energies\textsuperscript{74}. The concentration of vacancies is very low in metals\textsuperscript{72}. Thus quantum mechanical calculations which are performed on a system with very high concentration of vacancies might not give realistic results.

Gavini et al.\textsuperscript{76} used quasi-quantum orbital-free density-functional theory (QCOFDT)\textsuperscript{77} for very low defect concentration in aluminum which they obtained by using millions of atoms, to find the concentration dependence of binding energy of divacancies\textsuperscript{76}. Through their calculations they have demonstrated that the vacancies are attractive for very low and realistic concentration in accordance with experiment\textsuperscript{73,78}, whereas for higher concentrations the same vacancies are repulsive. They also found that divacancies attract to form quadvacancies as they have positive binding energies. Quadvacancies concentration dependence was found to follow same trend as that of the divacancies. They have also observed a formation of high stable configuration of prismatic dislocation loop from a hexagonal cluster having seven vacancies on (111) plane. This structure was found to be more stable than the other uncollapsed stable configuration. But multiple vacancies when placed on (110) plane did not yield similar results.\textsuperscript{64}
Carling et al. 71 have also used MD to study the normalized temperature dependence of Al for the monovacancy formation energy. This has also been observed for Cu 79. It is difficult to study vacancies either experimentally or theoretically due to very small concentration that is required to get realistic results. Vacancies have been studied for simple metals 80-90 and transition metals 91-96. There is also experimental data for vacancy formation energies 78,97,98. Korhenen et al. 95 have calculated vacancy-formation energies for fcc and bcc transition metals using first-principles. Their results seem to be close to experimental data for fcc metals but not for bcc metals. The energy of formation of a vacancy is an important aspect in defect studies. Experimental divacancy binding energy is reported by Balluffi et al. 99.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

Crystalline solids

Unlike amorphous state, which is disordered, crystals are solids which have an atomic structure which is formed by repetition of a smaller structure many number of times. Hence they are periodic and highly symmetric structures. These are known as perfect crystals. The smallest structure which is repeated to form the larger structure is called a unit cell. Positions of rest of the atoms of the crystal can be found by translating the unit cell parallel to the edges in all three directions. Each point where there is an atom is called a lattice point. All lattice points are identical. The directions along which the unit cell is repeated are called a basis vectors. The length of the unit cell in each direction is called the lattice parameter or lattice constant. The angle between these is also an important characteristic. The lattice parameter may or may not be equal depending on the property of the crystal. Thus crystalline materials are those with repetitive structures. Liquid structure on the other hand has no pattern as can be seen in the figure on page 34. Generally the orthogonal coordinate system is convenient to study the crystal structure. There are 14 types of Bravis lattices, which are mainly different possible crystal structures depending on the lattice constants. Out of these we only consider the most important ones which are the close-packed structures. Atoms usually tend to pack as close as possible making the density higher. There are three important
crystal structures: Face-centered cubic (FCC), Body-centered cubic (BCC) and Hexagonal close-packed (HCP)

a) Face-centered cubic crystal structure (FCC): In this kind of structure, atoms are located at eight corners of a unit cell and 6 face centers of a cube. Metals like copper, gold, silver, aluminum, lead, platinum etc have this kind of structure. There are 4 atoms per unit cell in fcc. The coordination number for fcc is 12 and atomic packing factor 0.74.

b) Body-centered cubic crystal structure (BCC): In this kind of structure, atoms are located at eight corners of a unit cell and one at the body center of a cube. Metals like chromium, iron, molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten etc have this kind of structure. There are 2 atoms per unit cell in bcc. The coordination number for bcc is 8 and atomic packing factor is 0.68.

c) Hexagonal closed-packed crystal structure (HCP): In HCP, the unit cell is hexagonal rather than cubic. In this structure, there are six atoms forming a hexagon on each of the two faces parallel to each other. These six atoms also have another atom at the center. Between these two planed, there is another plane that has three more atoms. Totally there are 6 atoms per unit cell in hcp. The coordination number for hcp is 12 and atomic packing factor is 0.74. Since it is not cubic, there exist a short (a) and a long (c) length of the unit cell, with the ideal c/a ratio being 1.633 which can be calculated for the geometry.
One more aspect which is important is point groups, which are point symmetry operations. In these operations the origin is fixed and other points are rotated by a certain degrees. Crystalline materials usually involve metallic or ionic bonding (non-directional). Most metals and alloys, many ceramics and some polymers are of this type. Face-centered cubic (FCC): Example Cu, Ni, Al, Ag, Au, Pb, Pt etc. There are 4 atoms in a unit cell. The coordination number for fcc unit cell is 12. Atomic packing factor for fcc crystal is 0.74.

\[ \text{APF} = \frac{\text{Volume of atoms in unit cell}}{\text{Volume of unit cell}} \]

As the materials scientist F. C. Franck once said, "Crystals are like people; it is only the defects that make them interesting".

There is nothing such as perfect crystals where every atom is in its correct position. In reality, crystals generally have imperfection, or what are known as crystal defects. These may be point defects like vacancies and interstitials, although their concentration is usually considered to be low. Other types of defects like dislocations and grain boundaries might also be present. There might also be impurities present in the crystals. Sometimes even marginal amount of impurities can give rise to various properties in materials. Example, a small amount of impurity might be the reason for the conductivity of some semiconductors.
Types of defects

The crystal defects can be categorized into the following:

a) Point defects (0 dimension): Vacancies, Interstitials, impurities
b) Line defects (1 dimension): Dislocations
c) Planar defects (2 dimensions): external surfaces, grain boundary, twin boundary, stacking faults, phase boundaries
d) Volume defects (3 dimensions): precipitates, inclusion, pores/voids, cracks, other phases

Point defects: Point defects are intrinsic in nature. They affect the chemical properties of the solid. Controlled point defects have wide range of applications like transistors, integrated circuits, photo sensors, color-television, fluorescent lamps etc.

- Vacancy: This is one of the simplest forms of imperfection. When an atom leaves its position, there is a vacant position created which is known as a Vacancy. Presence of a vacancy will increase randomness and hence entropy.
- Self-interstitial: In this type of defect, there is an extra atom that is present in the space between the atoms of the crystal lattice. Due to the presence of an extra atom there is distortion of the crystal lattice structure which also brings about disorder. The interstitial atoms might be of the same element type or it also might be an impurity. This impurity can have a huge effect on the properties of the crystal.
In figure 1, V is a vacant site where there was supposed to be an atom had it been a perfect crystals. The atom which is labeled ‘i’ is an interstitial atom which is at a non-lattice site.

In homogeneous materials, point defects are generally produced by high-energy particle irradiation, plastic deformation or under conditions of thermal equilibrium. The equilibrium concentration of defects is given by the relation:

\[ c = \frac{N_v}{N} = e^{-\frac{H_v}{k_BT}} \]

\( c \) = concentration of point defect
\( N_v \) = Number of point defects
\( N \) = Total number of atoms
\( H_v \) = defect formation energy (eV/atom)
\( k_B \) = Boltzmann constant = \(1.37 \times 10^{-23} \) (Watt*sec*degree^{-1})
\( T \) = absolute temperature (K)
This is at the situation of minimum free energy. If \( \ln c \) is plotted as a function of \( (1/T) \), a straight line is obtained, the slope of which is known if we know \( H_f \). The energy of formation of a defect is an important aspect in defect studies as it helps understand the thermal behavior of materials. In case of vacancy, \( H^v_f \) is the energy required to remove an atom from its lattice position to the surface of the crystal and in case of interstitial, \( H^i_f \) is the energy associated to move an atom from the surface and place it between the atoms. Usually the formation energy of interstitials is a couple of times higher than that of a vacancy. If \( n \) point defects are introduced in the lattice, the change in free energy would be

\[
\Delta F = nH_f - T\Delta S
\]

\( H_f \) is the energy of formation of a defect
\( \Delta S \) is the change in entropy of crystal

There is an approximate rule which says that \( H_f \approx 8kT_m \). Formation energy\(^{100} \) of vacancy of copper = 0.8 – 1 eV

Point defects usually are free to move, and they do so by exchanging place with neighboring atom.

Dislocations: Dislocation or the so called line defects are formed when a row of atoms is missing from its lattice position. This missing row causes a distortion in the arrangement of the atoms around it. This may also be considered as a slipping of a layer of atoms from its equilibrium position. This has an effect on the rows of atoms beside this missing row since there is a difference in the density of atoms in a direction...
perpendicular to the line defect. Unlike point defects, like defect does not have any effect on the electronic properties.\textsuperscript{101}

Grain boundaries: When crystalline solids orient differently in different parts of crystals, each orientation is called a grain and the boundary between two such grains is called a grain boundary. Every grain is like a single crystal but with different orientation. The importance of grain boundary in polycrystalline materials is realized in the processes like high temperature creep, superplasticity, recrystallization, yielding and embrittlement\textsuperscript{100}.

Molecular simulations

This part will talk about the various methods of simulation that exist and methods that are used here for calculations. A general understanding of Molecular Dynamics is also given. Modeling and Simulation is very important part of theory and experiment and is applicable to a wide variety of problems in various fields. With Molecular Dynamics modeling the position of every atom is traced as it moves from its lattice position. It is a very useful tool in studying the phase transition. When performing a Molecular Simulation, first an input structure is needed, which is called the system. This system has a certain number of atoms arranged in a particular manner. Now these atoms interact among themselves. Hence there is also a need to define how these atoms interact with one another. This is one of the most important input parameter and is defined by what is known as a “force field” or an inter-atomic potential. There are a large number of
force fields that are present and one of them is chosen to suit the type of system that we consider based on previous study and also on our requirements. Depending on how close the results are with experiments, the accuracy of the force field is defined. It is the force fields that determine the complexity of Molecular Dynamic simulations. Now the initial position at \( t = t_0 \) is known and the way the atoms interact is known, so how and where the atom is going to move after a small time at \( t = t_0 + \Delta t \) can be calculated. Here \( \Delta t \) is called the timestep and this should be kept small so that calculations are accurate. Hence the trajectory of the atoms along with time can be tracked in a similar manner by increasing the time. This type of detailed information is not easy to obtain using experiments. So studying the movement of all the atoms together provides an understanding of the material behavior, say phase change in the present case.

\[
F' = ma'
\]

\[
v_i(t) = \frac{dr_i(t)}{dt}
\]

\[
a_i(t) = \frac{dv_i(t)}{dt} = \frac{d^2(r_i)}{dt^2}
\]

\[
r_i(t) = r_i(t_0 + \Delta t) = r_i(t_0) + v_i(t_0)\Delta t + \frac{1}{2} a_i(t_0)(\Delta t)^2 + \ldots
\]

\[
v_i(t) = v_i(t_0 + \Delta t) = v_i(t_0) + a_i(t_0)\Delta t
\]

\[
t = t_0 + \Delta t
\]

\[
KE = \frac{1}{2} m \sum v_i^2 = \frac{p^2}{2m}
\]

\[
PE = U(r_i)
\]
\[ TE = KE + PE \]

\[ F = -\nabla PE(r_i) \]

A system of around 1000 atoms is chosen and periodic boundary conditions are applied to the system for it to behave as a bulk material. This means that no surface is considered and the structure repeats in all the three dimensions. From these atomic or molecular level interactions, various properties are then calculated\textsuperscript{53}. Out of the different integrators, Predictor-corrector integrator\textsuperscript{103,104} was used for the simulations here.

There are various types of ensembles which can be used depending on the requirement. Certain properties can be kept constant while varying the others. In the phase transition calculations it is important to let the volume evolve and not have any constraints on it. Also the pressure should not be allowed to vary and should be kept very low. Some of the different ensembles are as follows:

- **Constant Volume - Constant Temperature or Canonical Ensemble**: In this type of ensemble: the number of particles (N), the volume (V), and temperature (T) is constant. It is also called as an NVT ensemble

\[ KE = \frac{3}{2} N k_b T \]

- **Constant Volume – Constant Energy or Microcanonical Ensemble**: In this type of ensemble the number of particles in the system (N), the volume of the system (V), and the energy of the system (E) are all constant. It is also called NVE ensemble.
- Isoenthalpic-Isobaric Ensemble or Constant Enthalpy - Constant Pressure Ensemble: In this type of ensemble the number of particles $N$, enthalpy $H$ and pressure $P$ are all constant. It is also called the NPH-ensemble.

- The Isothermal–Isobaric Ensemble or Constant Temperature and Constant Pressure Ensemble: In this ensemble temperature $T$ and pressure $P$ are constant. In the NPT-ensemble, the number of particles $N$ is also a constant.

- Constant Temperature–Constant Stress Ensemble: This is constant temperature, constant stress ensemble or isothermal-isotension ensemble\textsuperscript{105-107}. In this the number of atoms is also constant. When a system with vacancies or interstitials is being studied for its phase transformation such as melting, the volume of the system is expected to change. There should not be any constraint on the volume as it is very important to let it evolve. Also during this process the pressure values should not be high so that its effect is not prominent. Thus, an isothermal-isotension ensemble gives this flexibility where volume and shape changes but pressure does not. Thus this ensemble is very handy when it comes to studying phase transitions.
Figure 2: 2X2X2 supercell of copper with a vacancy

Figure 3: 2X2X2 supercell of copper with an interstitial
Figure 4: CERIUS$^2$™ developed by Accelrys
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

Structures

CERIUS\textsuperscript{\texttextregistered} \textsuperscript{108} is used to construct the structures and also to visualize all the simulations. The MD program developed by Cagin\textsuperscript{109} is used for our simulations. From a unit cell of copper (fcc) which has 4 atoms as shown in the figure on page 33, a crystalline super lattice is formed, and it consists of 864 atoms of copper. This is done by replicating the unit cell 6 times in each x, y and z directions. Thus there are a total number of 216 unit cells of copper. Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions are applied so as to avoid free surface effects. The 864 atoms of copper is the simulation box which is visualized. The other atoms which will not be seen exist, and are only copies of this simulation box. This the system now behaves like a single bulk crystal. This is taken as an initial structure and single-phase simulations are performed. Copper system of 864 atoms with 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 vacancies and 1, 2, 4 and 8 interstitials respectively will be formed first.

Vacancy and interstitial: A vacancy is induced by deleting 1 atom out of the 864 atoms of copper, leaving a total of 863 atoms. An example of this is shown in figure 2 for 2X2X2 superlattice of copper. For more vacancies more atoms are deleted, and it is made sure that they are farther apart so as to avoid interaction among them. An interstitial is induced by adding an extra atom between lattice sites, making the system to
a total of 1 atom more than the normal. In this case now there will be a total of 865 atoms when 1 interstitial atom is added. Thus, in the region where the interstitial is present the atoms are crowded and there will be lattice distortions. Figure 3 shows 1 interstitial atom added to a 2X2X2 superlattice of copper. For more interstitials more atoms are added. It is again made sure that these interstitial atoms are kept away from each other so that they do not interact. In this way the system is kept as symmetric as it can be. Since the interstitial system has more atoms, the volume also tends to increase due to this. Figure 4 shows how the interface of CERIUS$^2$ looks. Figure 5 shows 8 interstitial atoms added to a system of 864 atoms to make a total of 872 atoms. The interstitial atoms are of different color than the normal atoms.

Figure 5: Copper with 8 interstitials (different colored atoms) initial structure
Edge dislocation: In edge dislocation a plane of atoms is missing from their usual lattice sites. To form this first a supercell of 10X10X10 unit cells of copper (4000 atoms) is first constructed. As shown in the figure 6, the whole 11X10 atoms are deleted in (1 1 0) or OA plane. 5 atoms from each end are left and the remaining center part consisting of a total of 110 atoms are deleted and 3890 atoms are remaining. To make the observations easier, the first nearest neighbors of the deleted atoms are red in color and second nearest neighbors are green in color.

Figure 6: Copper edge dislocation
Grain boundary: Two different types of grain boundaries are constructed using Grain Boundary Studio (GB Studio)\textsuperscript{110}. The coordinates of atoms are obtained from GB Studio for these systems and then these coordinates are used in CERIUS\textsuperscript{2} to perform simulations. The figures of grain boundaries shown here are formed in CERIUS\textsuperscript{2TM} using the coordinates obtained from GB Studio. Figure 7 shows an interface of GBStudio.

\textbf{Figure 7:} GB STUDIO interface \textsuperscript{110}
The first structure is Sigma3, $<111>$, $60.0$. A crystalline superlattice of copper with a grain boundary with 1152 atoms is formed. This is formed when the unit cell is extended 4 times in X-direction, 3-times in Y-direction and 2+2 times in Z-direction. 2+2 signifies that the grain boundary is in Z-direction half way through the lattice and parallel to XY-plane. This grain boundary structure can be seen in figures 8. The atoms are colored at the grain boundary so that they can be observed.
The second structure is Sigma5, \langle 210 \rangle, 180.0. A crystalline superlattice of copper with a grain boundary with 960 atoms is formed. This is formed when the unit cell is extended 4 times in X-direction, 3-times in Y-direction and 2+2 times in Z-direction. 2+2 signifies that the grain boundary is in Z-direction half way through the lattice and parallel to XY-plane. This grain boundary structure 2 can be seen in figure 9. The atoms are colored at the grain boundary so that they can be observed. This type of grain boundary system is highly mismatched at the boundary.

Figure 9: Grain boundary structure 2: Sigma 5, \langle 210 \rangle, 180°
Phase-coexistence simulation: Since the melting point obtained using single phase simulation is the upper limit of melting, phase-coexistence simulations are done so as to get the true melting point of the system. The structure needed for two-phase simulation is constructed using CERIUS$^2$. The two-phase simulation structures are needed at various temperatures ranging between the two phase transitions points (melting point and freezing point) obtained using the single phase simulations. Thus construction of structure at each temperature requires the similar procedure with different inputs. Procedure to construct a structure will be described for the particular case of 1200K. The final structure would be obtained by putting together a solid and a liquid structure. It is first required to obtain the solid structure and the liquid structure separately, using the single phase simulations. It should be made sure that these two structures are finally at 1200K. There are some important points that should be kept in mind during the whole process. The main aim is to construct an interface of the two phases. This interface should be same for the two structures, meaning the interface area of the solid structure and that of the liquid structure needs to be of the same dimensions so that there is no mismatch.

Solid: The solid structure needed at 1200K should have the same volume that the solid had while performing the single phase simulation using TtN ensemble for pure copper. Thus, the volume of the solid at 1200K is noted from single phase a simulation that was done earlier. Let this be $V_{1200}$. Thus, if $a_{1200}$ is the lattice parameter that would be required as a starting point to get the solid structure, then,
Now, taking \( a_{1200} \) as the lattice parameter, a \( 6 \times 6 \times 6 \) supercell of copper is constructed. This is heated slowly until 1200K using the NVT ensemble. This ensemble is used so that the interface is intact. Thus the interface is \( a_{1200} \times a_{1200} \).

Liquid: The interface of the liquid structure needs to be the same as that of solid. But a liquid phase with same number of atoms would occupy a larger volume compared to a solid structure since density of liquid is lower than that of solid. Thus the liquid structure is formed using less number of atoms. A \( 5 \times 5 \times 6 \) superlattice of copper atoms is formed. Thus \( 5a_{1200} \times 5b_{1200} \) interface of liquid is same as \( 6a_{1200} \times 6b_{1200} \) interface of solid. Also, the \( c \) value of the liquid is calculated from the expression of volume, where volume is taken as the volume of the melt that had been obtained from single phase simulation. Thus the following expressions are obtained:

\[
a_{1200} (solid) = b_{1200} (solid) = c_{1200} (solid) = \frac{V^{1/3}_{1200} (solid)}{6}
\]

\[
a_{1200} (liquid) = \frac{6}{5} a_{1200} (solid)
\]

\[
b_{1200} (liquid) = \frac{6}{5} b_{1200} (solid)
\]

\[
V_{1200} (556 - liquid) = \left( \frac{5 \times 5}{6 \times 6} \right) V_{mel} (666 - liquid)
\]

\[
c_{1200} (liquid) = \frac{V_{1200} (556 - liquid)}{6 \times (5a_{1200} (liquid)) \times (5b_{1200} (liquid))}
\]
These are the lattice parameters that would be finally used to construct the liquid structure. From this initial structure the supercell is constructed and heated until the structure melts keeping the volume constant. After the structure melts, the melt is again equilibrated at constant volume to 1200K and it is made sure that the pressure is low.

After the solid and liquid structures are obtained separately, they are brought together and placed side by side so as to match their common interface as shown in the figure 10. The atoms from the solid structured are colored red so that their movement can be observed and they can be distinguished from the other liquid atoms. Three dimensional periodic boundary conditions are applied to the overall structure. Thus it is made sure that the atoms at the left and right ends of the box shown in figure 10 are not close to each other and there is a small gap between them. Also at the center of the box in figure 10, at the solid liquid interface there should be an interfacial thickness. This is provided so that the solid and the liquid atoms at the interface do not repel because of the close proximity between them.

Some trial and error has to be done to make sure that the atoms at the interface are not to close or not to far from each other. This procedure is repeated to get solid liquid structure at various temperatures between the upper and lower limit of phase transformation temperatures.
Previous researchers have used very simple pair potentials, or sometimes even three body potentials, which is not how atoms interact in real crystals. Many-body interactions have to be taken into account for metals. Most of the potentials used by previous researchers were short ranged which is not the case in real crystals. If long range interaction is considered as not important then a lot of computational cost can be reduced, but the calculations are a lot inaccurate\textsuperscript{111}. Hence a more accurate potential is chosen, which has already been tested earlier and proved to be a good match for metals in consideration.
Quantum Sutton Chen potential

Here Sutton-Chen (SC) many body potential with quantum corrections (QSC) is used, which is moderately long-ranged. Some calculations using this have been done on PD-Ni alloys and other systems. Very accurate results have been obtained using this potential and hence it is chosen for the simulations. The equations for the same are given below. We write the equation for the total potential energy as,

\[ U_{tot} = \sum_i U_i = \sum_i \left[ \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{ij} V(r_{ij}) - c_i \epsilon_{ij} (\rho_{ij})^{\gamma} \right] \]

In the above equation, \( V(r_{ij}) \) is a pair wise potential which describes long-range interaction between atoms \( i \) and \( j \).

\[ V(r_{ij}) = \left( \frac{a_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{n_y} \]

and \( \rho_{ij} \) is a local energy density term which accounts for the cohesion associated with atom \( i \) and is given by

\[ \rho_{ij} = \sum_{j \neq i} \phi(r_{ij}) = \sum_{j \neq i} \left( \frac{a_{ij}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{n_y} \]

In the above equations, Here \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between atoms \( i \) and \( j \), \( a \) is a parameter with dimensions of length, \( c \) is a positive dimensionless parameter which scales the cohesive term relative to attractive term, \( \epsilon \) sets the overall energy scale, and \( n \) and \( m \) are positive integer parameters such that \( n > m \).
Table 1: Parameters for the SC and QSC many-body potential for Cu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>$\varepsilon$ (eV)</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>a (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QSC$^{113}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0057921</td>
<td>84.843</td>
<td>3.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC$^{125}$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0123820</td>
<td>39.432</td>
<td>3.610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. H. Kart and coworkers calculated thermal and mechanical properties of both pure elements and ordered systems at low and high temperatures and found that the Q-SC parameter results are closer to experimental data than the SC results. This indicates that the Q-SC potential produces more accurate results at higher temperatures$^{124}$. The predictor-corrector algorithm of Gear was used to solve the equations of motion$^{103,104}$. The SC and QSC parameters for copper are listed in Table 1.

Single phase simulations

Earlier single-phase simulation were seen to produce decent results at low pressures, whereas at high pressure there was some amount of superheating observed$^{52}$. Simulations are done for constant stress–constant temperature ensemble$^{105-107}$ using the MD program developed by Cagin$^{109}$. All simulations are done at 0 pressures. A total number of 50000 steps are used for each simulation. The time step used was 0.001ps. Copper system of 864 atoms with 0,1,2,4 and 8 vacancies and 1, 2, 4 and 8 interstitials respectively was used. Before any simulation is done, the energy of every system is minimized so as to get a stable configuration of the structures. A supercell and a unit cell of copper are shown in figure 11 and figure 12 respectively.
Figure 11: Supercell of 864 atoms of Cu

Figure 12: Unit cell of Cu (FCC) created using XCrySDen 125-127
At the end of each heating and cooling step, physical properties like pressure (P),
density (d), specific heat capacity (Cp), average kinetic energy (K.E), average potential
energy (P.E), average total energy (T.E) and their fluctuations are observed. The
temperature is increased from 300K with an increment of 100K each time the melting
transition is observed. Drastic change in volume and other properties signifies melting of
the crystal. The heating rate used is 2 K/ps. It is important to give enough simulation
time for the system to reach equilibrium. Now a temperature below the transition
temperature is selected and this time the temperature increment is kept 20K keeping
other parameters same so that the heating rate is slower. This is done till the phase
transition takes place and the structure will melt as shown in figure 13. The phase

Figure 13: Copper with 8 interstitials at 1600K
transformation temperature has been narrowed down. Again the same procedure is repeated now with 5K increments. Using this method the range of phase transformation is narrowed down to 10K. Thus the melting temperature is obtained. This is the upper limit of melting temperature considering it has gone through some amount of superheating.

To get the freezing curve and freezing point, the melt structure is taken and the system is cooled slowly until it refreezes. Again near the freezing point, cooling rate is decreased so as to narrow down the range of freezing point. The freezing point thus obtained would be the lower limit to the freezing point as it has gone through some amount of supercooling. The actual

Thus a plot of density versus temperature at constant pressure can be obtained from the runs, and the temperatures at the first-order phase transitions (melting and freezing) are obtained. It can be identified that the system has melted by observing how the various properties vary according to temperature. This observed melting point may not be the true melting point, since the system might be in a superheated condition. When the system temperature is decreased from the melt gradually the system freezes at some point. This again might not be the true freezing temperature as the system might be supercooled. The figure for the melting-refreezing hysteresis is plotted which shows: the system usually undergoes superheating before melting and supercooling before refreezing.
The same procedure is repeated for edge dislocations and grain boundaries. Grain boundary loops have not been considered. Also, interaction of grain boundaries with point defects such as vacancies and interstitials is also not considered.

Phase-coexistence simulations

There are several methods to study phase coexistence. One of them is Gibbs ensemble method\textsuperscript{128-131}. This method becomes ineffective when one of the two phases becomes very dense. Another method to study phase-coexistence is Gibbs-Duhem integration method of Kofke\textsuperscript{132-134}. This requires just one point on the coexistence curve to be known. From that the rest of the curve can be obtained. Some of the other methods are covered in Ref.\textsuperscript{135}

Two-phase simulations are performed to calculate the true melting point of the crystal. The single phase simulations just provide the upper and low limits to the phase transformation temperatures and two-phase simulation is a well known method to overcome this problem of hysteresis. The solid and liquid structures are obtained from the single phase simulation and then brought together to form the solid liquid interface structure as described earlier. After the structure is constructed at a particular temperature, constant temperature–constant stress simulations are done at that temperature. This way the pressure is kept constant and the volume is allowed to change. The system is observed with time. If the solid atoms near the interface start disordering into a liquid melt, it means that the temperature at which the current simulations are being done is above the melting temperature. This is the reason even the solid is starting
to melt. In this case, another temperature is chosen which is below this temperature. Simulations are done at the new temperature taking the solid liquid interface structure that was constructed at the new temperature. Suppose this time the liquid atoms near the interface start to arrange themselves in an orderly fashion giving a hint that the liquid structure is actually solidifying, it means that this new temperature that was chosen is lower than the melting temperature. Hence the system is freezing. Thus, the third temperature to be chosen should be above the second temperature but below the first temperature that was chosen. This is repeated until the temperature at which the solid continues to behave as a solid and the liquid continues to behave as a liquid. This would be the true melting temperature.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single phase simulations

Single phase simulations are done for the various systems of copper with and without defects as mentioned earlier. This includes copper with 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 vacancies and 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 interstitials, edge dislocation and also grain boundaries. For each of these systems the temperature is increased slowly until the system melts. Various properties of the system are recorded for each simulation. The melt structures are then cooled slowly until the structure freezes. Table 2 shows the linear expansion of copper with no defects as the temperature increases. The values obtained in this work using Quantum Sutton Chen potential are compared with those calculated by Sutton Chen potentials\textsuperscript{123} and experiment. Values of QSC are closer to experiment than that of SC. Also, as the temperature increases, both SC and QSC values are farther from the experimental values.

| Table 2: Linear expansion of copper as a function of temperature |
|---------------------|--------|--------|--------|
|                    | 500K   | 750K   | 1000K  |
| SC\textsuperscript{a} | 0.58   | 1.4    | 2.42   |
| QSC\textsuperscript{b} | 0.54   | 1.24   | 2.04   |
| Experiment         | 0.34   | 0.82   | 1.36   |

\textsuperscript{a} Ref\textsuperscript{123}

\textsuperscript{b} This work
The density of copper at 300K as calculated here using QSC (8.9958 g/cm³) is closer to the experimental value (8.912 g/cm³) than that obtained using SC potential (8.7235 g/cm³) in Ref. The figure 14 is a typical graph of MD temperature against time during melting. Figure 15 and figure 16 show the potential energy and total energy during melting as time progresses. These graphs are obtained for the simulation that was done to increase the temperature from 1355K to 1360K. This is when the phase transition occurs from a solid phase to liquid phase. This can be observed from these time graphs. As the MD time progresses the average temperature approaches the final value of 1360K. The total energy starts increasing rapidly around 35ps until about 40ps. This is the period where the phase transition takes place. The potential energy shows a similar behavior to total energy, showing a drastic increase between 35ps to 40ps.

Figure 14: Temperature Vs time for copper without defects at 1360K
Figure 15: Potential energy Vs time for copper without defects at 1360K

Figure 16: Total energy Vs time for copper without defects at 1000K
Figure 17: Average volume Vs temperature for copper without defects

Figure 18: Total energy Vs temperature for copper without defects
Figure 19: Density Vs temperature for copper without defects

Figure 20: Potential energy Vs temperature for copper without defects
Various properties like volume, density, total energy, potential energy, kinetic energy and heat capacity for defect-free copper crystal are studied. The curves for the copper with defects and vacancies are qualitatively similar to these. From figure 17 it can be seen that volume varies linearly with temperature up to a certain point, then makes a jump and then again is linear. Similar pattern is followed by total energy as shown in figure 18. From figure 19 it is seen that the density follows opposite pattern than the volume curve because density decreases when phase transformation takes place from solid to liquid. Also in figure 20 potential energy follows same pattern as kinetic energy. Figure 21 shows the radial distribution curve for copper without defects at 600K when it is a solid, 1355K when the solid is melting, and 1600K when it is a liquid. It can
be seen that the first peak is high at 600K indicating that the system is a solid. At 1355K the height of the first peak decreases and also the second peak disappears indicating that the system is melting. Figure 22 shows that the kinetic energy increases linearly with temperature. The heat capacity curve shows a sharp peak at the phase transformation points as shown in figure 23. The phase transformation does not occur at a single point but occurs in a range of temperature. This is due to the fact that the melting starts at a point and then spreads slowly until the whole system melts. In our calculation the copper structure shows a melting point of $1360 \pm 5 \text{K}$, this is written because the melting occurs in the range 1355-1365K. Also this temperature is an upper limit to melting temperature as it is more than the true melting point. The system might be in a superheated state. After further heating the system to higher temperatures and then when the melt structure is cooled slowly, it does not solidify in the range it had melted. It remains in liquid state until 780-790K, where it solidifies. This is mainly because of supercooling. The actual melting temperature might be somewhere between these two transition temperatures. The true melting is later found from two-phase simulations. Graphs for various properties against temperature are shown below. It can be seen that volume, total energy and potential energy show a similar behavior. Density on the other hand decreases when it goes from solid to liquid.

When the system is in heated state at any temperature below the melting point, although the atoms fluctuate from the initial position but one can still observe some kind of pattern. Once the crystal melts the pattern disappears indicating the phase transition and which can be seen from the homogeneous liquid structure.
Figure 22: Kinetic energy Vs temperature for copper without defects

Figure 23: Heat capacity Vs temperature for copper without defects
Figure 24: Freezing points Vs number of defects

Figure 25: Melting point Vs number of defects
Vacancies and interstitials: From figure 24 we can see that the freezing point does not follow a fix pattern with variation of number of point defects. From figure 25 we can see that the melting points decrease as the number of vacancies increase. This might be because there are fewer bonds when there are vacancies. For interstitials we see that the melting point decreases as number of defects increases. This can be explained by the fact that interstitials cause instability in the structure of a crystal. Since the interstitial system has more atoms, the volume also tends to increase due to this. Figure 26 shows the fractional increase in lattice parameter with increase in defect concentration. For vacancy there is a very small decrease in lattice parameter, whereas for interstitial concentration of around 1% there is almost 1% increase in lattice parameter.

![Figure 26: Fractional increase in lattice parameter Vs concentration of point defects at 300K](image)
Figure 27: Average volume per atom Vs temperature for Cu with 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 vacancies

Figure 28: Average volume per atom Vs temperature for Cu with 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 interstitials
Figure 27 shows the variation of average volume per atom with temperature for all the systems of copper with vacancies and figure 28 shows the same for interstitials. It can be seen that all the systems of copper show a similar hysteresis behavior with a small difference in the phase transformation points. In case of vacancies, the volume does not seem to change a lot and the curves for various numbers of vacancies seem to overlap. But in case of interstitials there is a change in volume due to lattice distortions; hence the volume curves do not overlap for various numbers of interstitials.

### Table 3: Melting and freezing points of copper with various number of defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Defects/N</th>
<th>#Defects</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>T$_m$ (K)</th>
<th>T$_f$ (K)</th>
<th>T$_m$ - T$_f$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.0093458</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>Cu-8</td>
<td>1310 ± 5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0046512</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>Cu-4</td>
<td>1330 ± 5 K</td>
<td>755 ± 5 K</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0023202</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Cu-2</td>
<td>1355 ± 5 K</td>
<td>810 ± 5 K</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0011587</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Cu-1</td>
<td>1350 ± 5 K</td>
<td>810 ± 5 K</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>1360 ± 5 K</td>
<td>785 ± 5 K</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00115607</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cu+1</td>
<td>1340 ± 5 K</td>
<td>820 ± 5 K</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00230947</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cu+2</td>
<td>1330 ± 5 K</td>
<td>765 ± 5 K</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00460829</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cu+4</td>
<td>1300 ± 5 K</td>
<td>785 ± 5 K</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00917431</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cu+8</td>
<td>1260 ± 5 K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the Table 3, $T_m$ is the melting temperature and $T_f$ is the freezing temperature. They are obtained as the averages of the range in which the phase transformations take place. The first column indicates number of defects, negative values indicating the number of vacancies and the positive values indicating the number of interstitials. In our calculations the difference between the melting and freezing temperatures obtained for pure Cu is 575K compared to 421K of X. J. Han et al. \textsuperscript{136}.

![Figure 29: Melting point Vs number of vacancies](image-url)

$y = 5508x + 1360.1$

$R^2 = 0.9451$
As can be seen from figure 29 and figure 30, in both vacancies as well as interstitials, melting point seems to follow a linear behavior along with the concentration of these defects. Also, for around 0.93% vacancies the $T_m$ decreases by 3.67%, whereas for the same amount of interstitials $T_m$ decreases by 7.35%. Thus, it is observed that the influence of an interstitial on melting point is twice that of a vacancy. Error bars are present because melting occurs in a range of temperature.
Edge dislocation: An edge dislocation structure is created as described earlier by deleting half a plane of atoms along [1 1 0] direction. The system of 3890 atoms is then heated employing constant stress–constant temperature (TtN) Molecular Dynamics. Figure 31 shows the structure of edge dislocation at 600K. It can be seen that the structure has not melted since the atoms are regular. Atoms near the edge dislocation are more distorted than those away from it. The system loses its mechanical stability at a temperature lower than 900K. Thus the system undergoes a phase transition from solid to liquid. This liquid structure can be seen in figure 32.
The red atoms are the ones that were around the deleted atoms (first nearest neighbors) and the green colored atoms are the ones surrounding the red atoms (second nearest neighbors). The edge dislocation can be considered as a very large number of vacancies as one-half plane is missing. The total number of missing atoms is 110 in this case out of 4000 atoms. Thus the edge dislocation can be imagined to be like a system with a vacancy concentration of 2.75% which is very high. This high concentration of vacancy is the reason why the system undergoes mechanical instability and hence melting.

Figure 32: Edge dislocation at 900K
Grain boundary 1: A crystalline superlattice of copper with a grain boundary with 1152 atoms (Sigma3, <111>, 60.0) is formed. This is formed when the unit cell as shown in figure 33, is extended 4 times in X-direction, 3-times in Y-direction and 2+2 times in Z-direction. 2+2 signifies that the grain boundary is in Z-direction half way through the lattice and parallel to XY-plane. This grain boundary is shown in figure 8. We heat this system using TtN ensemble from 300K slowly until it melts.

Figure 33: A unit cell of grain boundary structure using GBStudio\textsuperscript{110}
We follow the procedure to what we did earlier and narrow down the melting point range. We see that the crystal melts in the range of 1360K – 1370K. Thus its melting point is $1365 \pm 5$ K taking it as a centre of this range. In this range of temperature there is an unusual jump in the specific heat of the system. Also from figure 34 we see that the density of the system decreases linearly until this temperature and makes a jump downwards during the transition and again continues its linearity. Thus it is known that the system has melted. This is also confirmed from graphs of average volume as shown in figure 35.

The presence of grain boundary is expected to decrease melting point of the crystal. But in this case the melting point is actually higher than the system of copper without defects ($1360 \pm 5$ K). This might be because the copper system that we considered has less number of atoms (864) compared to the grain boundary structure of copper (1152 atoms). To verify this, we construct another structure of copper without defects consisting of 1152 atoms by taking a 6 X 6 X 8 crystalline superlattice. The same procedure as above is followed and the system is heated. From the graphs of density and average volume as shown in figure 36 and figure 37 we know that the crystal without defects melts in the range of 1365K – 1375K. Thus the melting point of this system is $1370 \pm 5$ K. This is a little higher than the melting point of the grain boundary structure which is $1365 \pm 5$ K. The melting behavior can also be seen from the radial distribution function for grain boundary structure 1 as shown in figure 38 for temperatures 1000K, 1350K and 1370K.
Figure 34: Density Vs temperature for grain boundary structure 1

Figure 35: Average volume Vs temperature for grain boundary structure 1
Figure 36: Density Vs temperature for copper (6X6X8 lattice) without defects

Figure 37: Average volume Vs temperature for copper (6X6X8 lattice) without defects
Grain boundary 2: Another system of grain boundary is constructed which has the structure of Sigma5 $<$2 1 0$>$, 180°. The supercell is obtained by extending the unit cell 4 times in x direction, 3 times in y direction and $(2+2)$ times in z direction. This makes a total of 960 atoms. The grain boundary system is shown in the figure 9. This type of grain boundary system is highly mismatched at the boundary. Similar heating procedure is followed to melt the system. This system of grain boundary melts at 1275K. This is due to the type of structure of grain boundary.
Figure 39: Density Vs temperature for copper grain boundary 2

Figure 40: Average volume Vs temperature for copper grain boundary 2
Figure 41: Radial distribution function at 1000K, 1270K and 1400K for grain boundary 2

Figure 39 and figure 40 shows how the density and average volume vary with temperature respectively. Figure 41 shows the radial distribution function for the grain boundary structure 2 at temperatures of 1000K, 1270K and 1400K. It can be seen that the first peak is high at 1000K but near the melting point it decreases. Also when the crystal melts at 1270K, the second peak almost disappears. This is another way to find out if the crystal has melted or not.
Phase coexistence simulations

Solid-liquid interface calculations are performed at various temperatures to find the true melting point of copper. For this solid and liquid structures are constructed separately. These two structures have to be at the same temperature and zero pressure. Also the interface of solid and liquid should match. These two structures are brought together and then the system is maintained at that temperature. If the solid spreads into the liquid system and there seems to be some ordering forming then it means that this temperature is below the melting temperature. Hence this procedure is repeated at a higher temperature. If the solid starts melting that means this temperature is higher than the true melting point and the next simulation is performed for a lower temperature. By this procedure one can find the true melting point of the system. As described earlier phase-coexistence structures are made for different temperatures. Here first structures are made for temperatures 900K, 950L, 1000K, 1100K, 1200K and 1300K.

First 900K structure is selected as shown in figure 42 and simulations are done for at least 20ps. After 20ps it is seen that the liquid structure on the right half of the box start to arrange themselves in an orderly manner forming layers. This can be seen in figure 43. Although this is still not completely solidified, the aim here was to see the tendency of the structure to move towards the solid or the liquid phase. In this case it goes towards a solid structure. Hence 900K is below the true melting temperature. Same procedure is now repeated taking a structure at 950K. The structure of 950K simulation after 10ps and 30ps is shown in figure 44 and figure 45 respectively.
Figure 42: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 900K at 0 ps (starting structure)

Figure 43: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 900K at 20 ps
Figure 44: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 950K after 10ps

Figure 45: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 950K after 30ps
Figure 46: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1000K after 20ps

Figure 47: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1100K after 10ps
Figure 48: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1050K at 0ps (starting structure)

Figure 49: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1050K after 5ps
Figure 50: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1050K after 15ps

Figure 51: Phase coexistence simulation of copper at 1050K after 25ps
It can be observed that structure after 30ps is somewhat more regular than that after 10ps. Nonetheless, even the structure after 10ps is tending to order itself to form a crystal rather than melt. Thus even 950K is below the true melting point of copper. Hence the next temperature above this is selected which is 1000K. Figure 46 shows the structure that was obtained after 20ps simulations at 1000K. It is seen that again this is tending to become a solid. Therefore the next selection is done at 1100K. After about 10ps, as seen in figure 47 the atoms are disordered completely indicating the structure melts. Thus, 1100K is above the true melting temperature. Therefore the true melting temperature of copper as obtained from coexistence phase simulation is found to be between 1000K and 1100K.

Figure 52: Radial distribution function of coexistence phase simulations at 900K, 1000K and 1100K
The next step is to choose a temperature between 1000K and 1100K. A structure is formed at 1050K for both liquid and solid and they are again brought together to perform two phase simulations. Figure 48 is the starting structure for simulations at 1050K. Figure 49, figure 50 and figure 51 are the structure after 5ps, 15ps and 25ps respectively. At 1100K the crystal had melted rapidly. This does not happen at 1050K. It can be seen that, unlike at 1100K the structure holds itself and does not melt. Thus it is safe to say that 1050K is not above the true melting temperature of copper. Also the tendency of the structure to crystallize is not really seen. The solid structure is more or less like solid and the liquid structure is like liquid. Some solid and liquid atoms have diffused into the other structure and there are some distortions at the interface which is expected anyway because of interface melting. Thus the true melting temperature of copper is $1050 \pm 25$K.

The amount of superheating is 305K since the melting point from single phase simulation was found to be 1355K. Also the amount of supercooling is 265K as the temperature at which copper crystallizes in single phase simulations is 785K. Single phase simulations were done by applying three dimensional periodic boundary conditions which treats the crystal as a bulk and removes surface effect. This was the reason that the crystal had melted at a higher temperature and not at its true melting temperature. The radial distribution curve for these temperatures is shown in figure 52.
Vacancy clustering

Vacancy formation energy is calculated using the relation given in Ref 95:

\[ E_v^f(N) = E(N - 1, \Omega) - \frac{N - 1}{N} E(N, 0, \Omega) \]

where \( E(N, v, \Omega) \) is total energy of a supercell with \( N \) atoms, \( v \) vacancies and \( \Omega \) volume. There is an assumption that introduction of a vacancy does not alter the lattice constant. Vacancy formation energies calculated using various molecular dynamics methods and also by ab-intio methods are shown in Table 4. The vacancy energy calculated in this work is 1.51 eV which is very close to the experimental values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>( E_v^f (eV) )</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QSC MD</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-LMTO</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Ref 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-LMTO</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>Ref 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSGF ASA+M</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>Ref 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-KKR-GF</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>Ref 93, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>Ref 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>Ref 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>Ref 137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The binding energy for a divacancy can be written as

\[ E_{2v}^{\text{bind}}(N; a_1, a_2) = E_{2v}^f(N; a_1, a_2) - 2E_v^f(N) \]

\( E_{2v}^f(N; a_1, a_2) \) is the vacancy formation energy of a divacancy where \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) represent the position of the vacancies. Various binding energies calculated experimentally and computationally are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Binding energies of divacancies in eV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1NN $E_{2v}^{\text{bind}}$</th>
<th>$E_{2v}^{\text{bind}}$</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSGF ASA+M</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ref 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP-KKR-GF</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ref 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divacancy on &lt;110&gt;</td>
<td>-0.19 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ref 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divacancy on &lt;100&gt;</td>
<td>-0.23 -0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ref 139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ref 76 73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binding energy is found to be -0.0548 eV when the two vacancies are kept farther apart when calculated from Molecular Dynamics using QSC potentials. This shows that even when vacancies are kept at a distance, they tend to attract each other.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The crystallization/freezing and melting phenomena are critical in processing of chemicals and materials. In this work we studied the melting and freezing process for a model system of copper with and without defects. We studied point defects (1, 2, 4, 8 vacancies and 1, 2, 4, 8 interstitials), line defects (edge dislocation) and surface defects (grain boundary) using Molecular Dynamics simulations. Constant stress-constant temperature ensemble with atmospheric pressures is employed. The properties like average volume, potential energy, total energy, and density vary linearly before and after the phase transitions. During the transition process they show a dramatic change. This change is a sign of transition. The heat capacity also makes a jump at the phase transition giving an indication of the same. In both cases of vacancies and interstitials a decrease in the melting point is seen along with the increase in concentration. Also the melting point is seen to be following a linear behavior with the number of defects. Another observation is that the effect of presence of an interstitial on the melting point is nearly double than that of a vacancy. This is reiterating the fact that interstitials have more effect on mechanical instability. For copper with no defects the melting point is found to be $1360 \pm 5K$. This is the upper limit to the phase transition temperature. This is because it has been obtained for a system representing a bulk crystal and having no surface effect. Also on cooling the crystal, the phase transition from liquid to solid occurs at $785 \pm 5K$. 
This is the lower limit to the phase transition temperature. The true melting point of copper will be between these two temperatures.

To overcome this hysteresis effect and obtain the true melting point, two phase calculation of copper system with no defects are performed. Using this method the true melting point of copper with no defects was found to be $1050 \pm 25\text{K}$. This temperature falls in between the phase transition temperatures obtained from single phase simulations. This is because of the application of periodic boundary condition and lack of a surface in single phase simulations. Thus the amount of superheating obtained is 305K and the amount of supercooling obtained is 265K.

The influence of other type of defects such as edge dislocation and grain boundaries is also studied. The structure having an edge dislocation on [1 1 0] plane melts at a temperature lower than 900K. This is due to the absence of atoms of half a plane along that direction. An edge dislocation can be imagined as a large number of vacancies, in this case 2.75 %. Thus with such large number of vacancies there is a drastic decrease in the melting point.

Two grain boundary systems are selected for the calculations. The first system which is Sigma 3, <111>, $60^0$ represents less mismatch at the grain boundary and the second system which is Sigma5, <2 1 0>, $180^0$ represents more mismatch at the grain boundary. From the grain boundary calculations it is seen that, the less mismatched grain boundary does not have a large effect on the melting point, whereas the more mismatched grain boundary decreases the melting point drastically. The second grain boundary structure is not far from mechanical instability hence melts faster.
The vacancy formation energy of a single vacancy is found to be 1.51 eV at ambient conditions which is very close to the experimental values. The binding energy of a system with two vacancies is obtained to be -0.0548 eV which is negative, suggesting that the vacancies in this case attract each other. Thus it is shown that when two vacancies are present in a crystal, they tend to come together to cluster and form a larger cavity in the system. Most of the literature dealing with melting/crystallization on the basis of atomistic simulation does not include the influence of the presence of defects. Thus this work has a bearing on the various theories of melting.
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